
Y a r n  o f f e r i n g s  f o r

H o m e  Te x t i l e



The world has gone through an 

unprecedented transition in the last few 

quarters. At RSWM, we have been 

receptive to the changes and shifts in 

mood of the people. As a result, we came 

up with a new approach that led us to 

some new concepts in the world of home 

furnishing. And it opened a doorway to 

new perspectives too!

Introduction



the modern home

One Wall To Rule 

Out

Our modern homes are no less than futuristic renditions of 

old castles that were jewels of the past. Let’s give our 

homes that honour and give things a new touch! Explore 

our offerings in the following segments -

Let’s redefine the essence of

Beddings

Throws

Cushions and couch

Curtains

Kitchen textiles



Every home deserves a cozy bedroom. 

For thousands of people, a comfortable 

bed decides how their days are going to 

be. Hence, it’s highly necessary that we 

pay close attention to what really goes 

into making those beddings.

At RSWM, we have a wide variety of 

products that offer everything from soft-

hand feel to hypoallergenic traits, while 

keeping sustainability in mind and much 

more.

Beddings



Viscose + Modal + BCI Cotton

• When the elasticity and silkiness of modal is blended with cotton and 
viscose, it, we get a product extremely suitable for comfortable bedding.

60% BCI Cotton + 40% Polyester 

• Pure cotton with the traits of comfort and smoothness, blended with 
polyester to add a dash of resistance and durability to enable products to 
withstand the wear and tear of time and heavy usage.

65% Polyester + 35% BCI Cotton

• A strong, crisp and reliable blend suitable for products that move homes 
through the years. This offering adds years to a product.

100% BCI Cotton

• Cotton is an exceptional insulator and that’s exactly what’s needed in a 
comfortable home. With this product, sound sleeps are guaranteed.

80% BCI Cotton + 20% Naia™

• Naia™ has an excellent track record of producing eco-friendly and easy to 
care fibres. Blending these with cotton make for a fine product that is 
extremely soft, sustainable and quick-drying too!

80% BCI Cotton + 20% Seacell™ 

• SeaCell™ fibres retain the nutrients of seaweed in them, which makes the 
blends made with them soft and supple on the skin. This product is 
supremely suitable for those with sensitive skin types and offers a feeling 
of rejuventation.



A throw isn’t just a throw-away when it’s 

about building that supremely 

comfortable living room. It’s something 

that can make an afternoon nap a true 

bliss and be one’s best friend on a breezy 

morning.

We have some exceptional offerings for 

throws that range from providing pure 

strength and resilience, to qualities of 

hygiene maintenance, coziness, warmth, 

softness and much more.

Throws



Acrylic + BCI Cotton

• With the softness of cotton blended with the resilience of acrylic, we get 
a product that offers both durability, warmth and smoothness.

Amicor™ + BCI Cotton

• Combining the anti-microbial traits of Amicor™ with cotton is a boon for 
home hygiene. Not only is it a gentle and soft product, but it makes for 
healthy interior too.

100% Acrylic

• When it comes to throws, you’re better to avoid wrinkling or shrinkage, 
which is exactly what acrylic is best for. Making products warm and 
durable, this offering is the way to go!

65% Recycled Polyester + 35% Acrylic

• We combined two strong fibres to create a product that marries the 
strength of polyester with the warm properties of acrylic. It resists 
wrinkles, shrinking, oils and chemicals while staying durable.



If a dog is man’s best friend, then the 

couch is a close second. A good set of 

couch and cushions can redefine those 

movie nights, those evening coffees and 

so much more.

At RSWM, we have lined up blends that 

are just right for these products.

Cushions and couch



BCI Cotton + Recycled Polyester

• A couch is nothing if not soft and smooth, but it needs to be durable too. 
For that very purpose, we blended the soft cotton fibres with the strong 
polyester ones to create a product that’s just right for that living room 
couch.

BCI Cotton + Linen

• With the breathability of linen and the soft hand feel of cotton, this is a 
fine product for those lightweight cushions that feel like clouds under 
one’s head. The same blends are available with hemp and jute as well.

100% Recycled Polyester

• It’s always great to minimize one’s carbon footprint. And that’s exactly 
what we do with this product that’s made by upcycling post-consumer 
polyester into one that’s a close cousin of virgin polyester.



Throws

They’re not just drapes for your windows, 

curtains are the guardians that protect 

your room and everything in it from 

anything that could cause harm from the 

outside like sunrays and dust.

Our offerings for curtains streamline the 

exact need to make your drapes more 

suitable for the perfect home.

Curtains



100% BCI Cotton

• BCI Cotton reduces the environmental impact of cotton production in a significant 
manner. While improving the conditions of people in cotton production, it also ensures 
credibility and sustainability while maintaining warm, comfort and coziness in the 
product. 

100% Recycled Polyester

• It’s always great to minimize one’s carbon footprint. And that’s exactly what we do with 
this product that’s made by recycling post-consumer polyester into one that’s a close 
cousin of virgin polyester.

Polyester + Recycled Cotton

• Taking the sustainable route, we blended recycled cotton with polyester so it remains 
true to it’s cotton origins while gaining an extra dose of polyester-strength.

Polyester + Hemp

• Hemp is great if you want those UV rays to be less harmful. By blending this fibre with 
polyester, we make sure the product stays durable over time as it keeps offering it’s 
multitude of benefits like being anti-microbial, sustainable and soft.

Polyester + BCI Cotton

• Who says a curtain can’t be soft! Blending in the strength of polyester with the softness 
of cotton, we get a product that’s elegant in look, superior in feel and yet affordable too.



Kitchen - it’s where the magic 

happens! So why must we shy away 

from giving it anything but the best in 

textiles?

For kitchen textiles, we’ve got 

products that are straightforward and 

thoughtful.

Kitchen textiles



Recycled Polyester + BCI Cotton

• Kitchen textiles deserve durability. We came up with a sustainable 
solution for that by creating a product that was sustainable, strong yet 
soft too! It’s a dream come true for kitchen cloths and other accessories.

100% BCI Cotton

• From table cloths to microwave gloves and from aprons to chef hats, a 
pure cotton blend is a prime choice. It’s one fibre you wouldn’t have to 
worry about toxicity with, while it stays true to it’s hypoallergenic and soft 
origins.



G e t  i n  t o u c h  f o r  g r e a t  h o m e  f u r n i s h i n g  p r o d u c t s  a t
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http://instagram.com/rswmofficial
https://www.linkedin.com/company/rswmofficial
https://twitter.com/rswmofficial
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